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Abstract

It is known that keeping a smaller-sooner reward (SS) constant, there is a positive relationship between LL magnitude and patience: the higher the magnitude of the larger-later reward (LL), the more patient one is likely to be. We show that this positive relationship is stronger when the delay to LL is viewed as “how far” rather than “how long.” This happens because for far (but not long), the larger the LL, the less later it seems. Consequently, for both time perception and patience, the effect of LL magnitude is strong for far, but attenuates for long. Our theorizing involves construing the delayed reward as a destination that receives greater consideration in far (vs. long) frames. In six studies, we confirm the far-destination link using an Implicit Association Test and other tasks; and observe differential effects for far (vs. long) on time perception and patience. We also show that our results extend to related frames (near vs. short). These results add to our understanding of semantic framing, time perception, intertemporal choice, and the constructive nature of patience.
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